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wo weeks after dodging Hurricane
Ivan, New Orleans was flooded
with more than 16,200 water and
wastewater professionals looking for
contacts, education, and new technologies. With 18,733 m2 (201,665 ft2)
of exhibits, WEFTEC®.04 was the
third largest exhibition in the show’s
77 year history. The conference,
held Oct. 2-6, also featured 23 preconference workshops, seven facility
tours, and several special events,
including a film festival featuring
three independent films on global
water needs.
In his Opening General Session
speech, Larry Jaworski, 2003-2004
president of the Water Environment
Federation (WEF; Alexandria, Va.),
pinpointed why this annual meeting is
so important: “The story of water has

no ending, and it must be continuously
retold to succeeding generations to
keep water infrastructure a top priority
in order to maintain or improve the
state of public health. Telling this story
is part of WEF’s growing commitment
to the public interest, and the reason it
was founded more than 75 years ago.”
‘Water Is Water’
It’s fitting that WEFTEC was held at
the mouth of the Mississippi River this
year. All throughout the conference,
attendees talked about how “water
is water.”
Lynn Orphan, 2004-2005 president
of the Water Environment Federation
(WEF; Alexandria, Va.), summed it
up well in her speech at the Opening
General Session on Oct. 4, when she
described how New Orleans drinking

Help Shape WEF’s Future: Nominations Open
for Vice President and Directors-at-Large

T

he Water Environment Federation
(WEF; Alexandria, Va.) Nominating Committee would like your help.
The committee is responsible for
annually nominating candidates for
WEF officers and directors-at-large and
would like your suggestions for the best
Federation members to consider this
year for vice president, director-at-large,
and associate member director-at-large.
Directors-at-large. Directors serve a
3-year term in the House of Delegates.
They are expected to attend House
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meetings at WEFTEC® and WEFMAX
Meetings, participate in at least one
WEF standing committee, and take
part in communications and discussions (generally by phone) throughout
the year.
Directors-at-large typically represent
a specific WEF constituency. Director
candidates should have experience in
and knowledge of the constituencies
they would represent.
Vice president. Officers serve a 4year term, have fiduciary responsibility

water has been recycled numerous
times as it flowed down the Mississippi
River basin.
“I encourage you to take a walk
down Decatur Street to Café du
Monde,” she said. “Get yourself a
cup of that good chicory café au lait,
and consider where the water in that
coffee came from.
“Think about our brothers and
sisters in Missouri that treated and
returned their wastewater to the
Mississippi River basin,” Orphan said.
“Think about the environmentalists in
Minnesota that preserved and constructed wetlands. Think about the
planners in Wisconsin that built lowimpact developments; the watershed
groups in Michigan that developed
stormwater protection programs; the
public outreach people in Arkansas
who kept grease out of the sewers.
“Take pride in what we have all
accomplished, but don’t feel too
continued on page 6
for WEF, and have wide-ranging duties
involving extensive travel and a significant time commitment (see table,
p. 6). WEF pays expenses, but the
officer and his/her employer must
contribute the time. On some trips,
spouses can travel with officers at
Federation expense.
While the commitment is substantial, the opportunity to be part of
WEF’s dynamic growth, be exposed
to the newest water-related ideas and
concepts, and work with water and
wastewater professionals worldwide
can make being a WEF officer an
continued on page 6

Sowing the Seeds of Sustainability

I

’d like to begin by thanking those
who attended WEFTEC®. My
mother and all of my family got to
spend 4 days at the conference in a
swirl of receptions, speeches, awards,
crowded elevators, and hospitality
suites. Mom was struck by what nice
people I hang out with. She only
recalls a couple of names, but she
remembers how strangers came up to
her to start conversations and make
her feel welcome. Thank you all.
At the Nebraska Water Environment Association (WEA) conference
recently, I asked friends to line me
up with a tractor to take for a spin.
Water Environment Federation
(WEF) Vice
President
Mohamed
Dahab and his
wife Debbie
offered their
John Deere
lawn tractor
and invited me
to give their
grass one last
mowing for the
year, but WEF
Fro
Past President
P R E S
Dale Jacobson
came through
with a real John Deere at his sister’s
farm north of town (see the photo,
and note the 5S shovel on my collar).
For the first time in my life, I cranked
a tractor up to 1700 rpm at gear level
9 and, with country music playing in
the cab, rode across the lower forty
to the pond at the bottom of the field.
We only slowed down to ease across
the center-pivot wheel ruts at a perpendicular, so as not to shake the hay
rakes too much. Afterwards, it was
pumpkin pie and coffee in the kitchen
— life is indeed good.
It wasn’t all fun and games in
Nebraska, though. There are some
serious problems and serious work
going on there. The Ogallala Aquifer,
which is the biggest in North America
(at least, that’s what they say in
Kearney), is dropping so low that it
can’t feed the Platte River in many

places. Why? Partly because of
drought, which can be related to
global climate changes, but mostly
because of center-pivot irrigation.
This technology, which supports the
state’s agricultural economy, is damaging the environment and future water
resources. (Frankly, if the states don’t
take control soon of groundwater
quality and overdraft protection, the
U.S. government is poised to start
legislating groundwater.)
Hypoxia in the Gulf of Mexico is
another concern, and farm regions,
like Nebraska, Oklahoma, and Manitoba, Canada, can make a difference
by meeting
standards for
agricultural
effluents and
runoff.
With these
concerns in
mind, Nebraska
WEA wants
to host a WEF
specialty conference on
animal wastes.
With more than
10,000
feed lots
m the
in the state, and
I D E N T
engineers reaching out to agronomists to design appropriate treatment systems together, I can’t think of
a better place to meet and learn about
the challenge of protecting water from
agricultural effects.
Nebraska isn’t the only state facing
the difficult balance of economics and
environment. Even in Georgia, where
you might assume that 140 cm/yr
(54 in./yr) of rain would satisfy everybody’s need for water, we see that
Atlanta pretty well drains the Chattahoochee River for municipal and
industrial uses. Good thing they put
most of it back, or downstream in
Columbus, Ga., the city would be
sucking a lot of air at its water intakes.
The balance is a tough one. The
struggle for water to fuel our economy,
the responsibility to protect our world,
and the challenge of appropriately
implementing the newest information
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on public health and treatment
technologies requires extraordinary
effort by ordinary people.
I have hope because good people,
like the ones my mom met at
WEFTEC®, the ones I meet in my
travels, and the ones I work with at
home, are working on it. As Winston
Churchill said: “Never give up. Never,
never, never give up.”

Lynn Orphan
2004–2005 WEF president
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Water Professionals Face Great Challenges, Opportunities

A

lthough we have made great
strides since the first aqueducts
were constructed in ancient times, new
eras bring newer and more complicated
problems to solve, and now is not the
time to rest on our laurels, according to
Peter Gleick, Ph.D., president and cofounder of the Pacific Institute (Oakland, Calif.), an independent, nonpartisan think-tank studying issues at the
intersection of development, environment, and security. Gleick was the
keynote address speaker at the
WEFTEC®.04 Opening General
Session on Oct. 4 in New Orleans.
“We live in an amazing time,” Gleick
said. “It’s a time of pretty severe challenges and problems, but it’s also a time
of quite remarkable thinking and new
ideas, and new approaches to those
challenges.”
The history of water management
can be broken down into three eras,
he explained. The first — from ancient
times to the mid-18th century — relied
heavily on rivers and lakes. “It worked
fine when the world’s population was
low and dispersed,” he noted.
The second began in the 1800s,
Gleick said, when U.S. and European
cities reached critical size, “and we
began to outgrow and contaminate the
local water resources.” At the same
time, he said, “human and scientific
ingenuity was blossoming and we were
really beginning to learn about the
nature around us and about science.
“This was a period when Dr. John
Snow in London connected cholera
and water supplies,” he noted. “That’s
when people began to think about
human waste and human health together. Other advances in other
fields led to dramatic improvements
to water and the environment.
“Which brings us to the challenges
and problems we as a global community face today, as we have transitioned
into the third era,” Gleick said. “And
though we are no longer in the past,
we are having a bit of difficulty facing
the future.
“In some ways, we still live largely in
that second era,” he said. “As we enter
the 21st century, things are changing
again. Water is once again taking center
stage, as it did 150 years ago, as the

most critical resource issue facing us.
“Despite the enormous progress that
was made in the last century and in
spite of our understanding, in spite of
our better technology, in spite of the
hundreds of billions of dollars of
money spent, we have a global water
crisis. Not only have we not solved all
of our traditional water problems,
we’re now facing a set of new and
perhaps more difficult challenges.”
And the problems aren’t ones that
will solve themselves, Gleick noted.
“Per capita water availability is declining. Per capita demand is increasing.
We’re pumping groundwater faster
than it can be replaced. Forty percent
of the word’s population doesn’t have
water sanitation systems any better
than those in ancient Greece.
“The consequences of this are
terrible,” he said, “Hundreds of
millions of water-related diseases are
diagnosed every year. We’re changing
the climate, which will have a major
impact on water. Conflict over water
is increasing.
“The very tools and methods that
we applied in the 20th century and
that brought us through the second
era of water also brought the large and
unexpected social, economical, and
environmental costs we face today,”
Gleick said. “It’s time to recognize a
third era in water and move forward
with progress and initiative.
“A new way of thinking has been
taking shape,” he said. “New forms of
information and communication are
appearing at an astounding rate. We
live in a period of opportunity when
different and innovative ideas are
being explored.”
And, he noted, the Water Environment Federation (WEF; Alexandria,
Va.) is an important part of the future
of the world’s water. “Groups like
WEF, with stronger and stronger
international ties, are crucial,” he said.
“The answer for the future depends on
what choices we make, and every
choice makes a difference. Water is
precious and scarce. It’s a vital resource, and our use of it must be
thoughtful, sustainable, and carefully
planned.”
“As water quality professionals, we

Peter Gleick discusses the three ‘eras’
of water at the WEFTEC®.04 Opening
General Session in New Orleans, La.

are protectors of public health,” agreed
Larry Jaworski, 2003–2004 WEF
president, who also spoke during the
session. “In developed nations, like the
United States, we are fortunate that the
water quality profession is focused on
protecting the environment. This is
indeed a laudable mission. However,
elsewhere in the world, the water
quality profession is focused on public
health and making sure that residents
are afforded proper sanitary conditions
and a safe water supply.
“More than two-thirds of the total
fresh water is tied up in ice and
permanent snow cap,” Jaworski said.
“Another 30% of the fresh water is
stored underground in aquifers, or in
swamps and permafrost. Freshwater
lakes and streams contain only about
0.3% of the total planetary freshwater
supply. So, the total usable freshwater
supply for ecosystems, which includes
humans, is less than 1% of the total
freshwater supply, which is less than
0.03% of the Earth’s total volume
of water.”
That is why it is imperative that
people dismiss the idea of “wastewater,” Jaworski said, and focus more on
the concept of water being that which
it is: water. “We must understand that
there is no such thing as wastewater;
there is only an increasingly scarce
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One-Two Punch!
Virginia teams grab first and second place in 2004 Operations Challenge

G

iven all the high-caliber teams
competing in the annual Operations Challenge at WEFTEC®, dominating the event is far from easy. As any
participant will tell you, the margin of
error is razor-thin and victory is never
guaranteed. Nevertheless, two Virginia
teams have raised the bar in recent
years to become the talk of the town.
When the dust settled at the 17th
annual Operations Challenge at
WEFTEC®.04 in New Orleans, the
Virginia Water Environment Association (WEA) was on top yet again. Fluid
Dynamics, whose members come from
both the City of Franklin and Operations Management International (OMI)
in Richmond, won the Division I
competition for the second year in a
row. Meanwhile, Virginia’s HRSD BioForce (from Hampton Roads Sanitation District) finished a close second,

improving on last year’s third-place
showing and nearly winning their
second championship in 3 years. The
TRA CReWSers, representing WEA
of Texas, finished a strong third.
“It’s a great year for Virginia,”
said Donnie Cagle, captain of Fluid
Dynamics and plant manager at the
City of Franklin. The victory was
especially sweet for Cagle, who has
been on numerous championship
teams during his long Operations
Challenge career but had never won
in back-to-back years.
Winning twice in a row was a huge
— and somewhat unexpected —
achievement, said Fluid Dynamics
member and OMI employee Tabb
Justis. “I’m still reeling from last year’s
initial victory,” he said. “I can’t believe
it happened again.”
Winning the Challenge again was
far from easy, Justis said.
“We had to fight for it,”
he said. “There are other
teams that are just as
good as us and better
than us in some respects.
On any given day, any one
of those teams in the top
four could have won.”

John van den Boogaard, Fred Beatty, and Dan Lenning of
the Canadian Cross Connection in the ITT-Flygt maintenance event.
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A Heroic Struggle
Fluid Dynamics pulled
off this rare back-to-back
victory despite a difficult
practice season. Each
team member had injuries
or life events to deal with
this year, Justis noted. For
example, team member
George Talley broke his
ribs during an equipment
failure at a practice early
in the season, he said,
and team member Andy
Rudd’s wife had a baby,
which halted team practices for a month. Further,
the city of Richmond was
flooded in the summer by
Tropical Storm Gaston,
and Virginia was inun-

dated with the remains of the season’s
many hurricanes, all of which greatly
limited practice time.
“One of our inspirations is having
some obstacles thrown in our way,”
Justis asserted. “We seem to perform
best under adversity. Our support team
did a great job of allowing us the time
that they could, and we maximized our
use of it.”
Fluid Dynamics may have come out
ahead, but the battle was indeed closely
contested. In fact, just seven points
separated the top three teams in
Division I. TRA CReWSers won the
most individual events — scoring first
place in lab, maintenance, and process
control, and second place in safety —
but a bad break caused the team to
finish eighth in the collections event,
ultimately proving fatal to its chances
of winning Division I.
According to Dale Burrow, captain
of the CReWSers, he was at the dry
table cutting the replacement pipe when
he unknowingly bent the saw blade,
which resulted in crooked cuts that
prevented the piece from fitting at the
wet table. Ultimately, the team had to
make two extra cuts to finish the job,
using up valuable time.
Coming off a bad collections event,
with the lab event still ahead of them,
the team could have folded but instead
recovered for a strong finish. “I’m
proud of the way we came back,”
Burrow said. “After we just knew we
had blown collections, we pulled our
boots up and went over to the laboratory event and made a very good run.”
In fact, the team won the lab event,
beating Fluid Dynamics by more than
seven points.
This year’s near-victory marks the
fifth time in the last 6 years that TRA
CReWSers has finished in the top three
of Division I. However, they have yet
to win the overall competition.
“We’re kind of feeling like the
Buffalo Bills in the ’90s,” Burrow said.
“We can make it to the show, but we
can’t win the big one.”
Many competitors expressed sympathy and admiration for the Texas team.
“They [the CReWSers] just outclassed everybody,” said Nick Salfi,
captain of the New Jersey WEA
Cape Shore Workers.
“I feel for them,” said Wesley

overall he was
satisfied with
their effort.
“We pretty much
executed the way
we practiced,” he
said. “The only
problem we ran
into was we came
up short in the
lab and in the
process [events].”
The team had
the most trouble
with the process
control test, Salfi
Roy Zimmerman, Tom Pfersching, and Wally Westhoff of the
noted. “We didn’t
New York WEA’s Brown Tide replace a rotating assembly in the
practice the
ITT-Flygt maintenance event.
process very
Warren, captain of HRSD Bio-Force.
much,” he said. “Everyone was study“I know what it’s like to do real well
ing at home, but we never actually sat
and then have one event hurt you,”
down and did tests. And when I was
he added, referring to past experience
talking to all the leading teams, they
with HRSD. “I hope they’re not dissaid they practice their process the
couraged by it and they keep coming
same way they prac-tice the pump
back, because they will get a win,
[maintenance] event. They do it.”
they just have to keep at it.”
Thus, Salfi said, his team has already
The CReWSers acknowledged their
started working to improve on its
disappointment but said they will be
process event for next year.
back to try again. When asked about
Noting the Cape Shore Workers’
next year, Burrow said the team is
rapid rise, Cagle praised the New Jersey
“going to work just as hard as we
group for its strong showing. “They are
ever did, probably harder, and see if
a great team, and I think they’ll be
we can’t overcome this.”
around for awhile and will continue
HRSD Bio-Force, who last won the
to be a force to be reckoned with,”
championship in 2002, was disaphe said.
pointed to finish second but pleased
with their performance and glad that
New England Team Wins Division II
the Virginia WEA overall had such a
First, the New England Patriots won
strong showing.
the Super Bowl. Then the Boston Red
“It was a little disappointing that we
Sox won the World Series. If this is a
didn’t win, but I’m glad that the trophy
Golden Age for New England, then it
stayed in Virginia,” Warren said.
seems to have touched the Operations
“[Fluid Dynamics] pulled together and
Challenge as well.
had a good day. I think they deserved
In Division II, the New England
it, and I’m very happy for them.”
WEA’s Seacoast Sewer Snakes took
Among the biggest head-turners
the top prize, beating yet another
were the Cape Shore Workers from
strong Virginia team, the Virginia Beach
New Jersey. The Division II winners
Collectors, by more than 40 points to
last year, Cape Shore entered Division I
claim victory. The Pacific Northwest
ready to compete for the top prize,
WEA’s River Rangers finished third.
Salfi said. While they came up short,
Per the Operations Challenge rules, the
they finished a solid fourth place
top three teams from Division II are
overall, an especially strong showing
automatically eligible to move up to
for a first-year Division I team, and
Division I next year.
took second place in the collections
“We feel really good about winning,”
event and third in the safety event.
said Sean Greig, captain of the Seacoast
The team was relaxed and composed
Sewer Snakes and chief operator at the
throughout the day, Salfi said, and
Town of New Market (N.H.) Waste-

water Facility. “We were steady, which
I think is the most important thing.
We worked very hard to make sure
that we were good at all the events,
because one event can just take you
right out of it.”
What made victory especially sweet
for the Sewer Snakes, Greig noted,
was the fact that the team members
come from four facilities, and so had
to spend a lot of time traveling for
practice. Also, one team member has
diabetes and two are rookies, he noted,
which adds to the challenges.
But the team showed great skill in
finishing first in the lab, process, and
maintenance events, as well as a strong
second and fourth place in the collections and safety events, respectively.
Greig expressed the most satisfaction
with his team’s performance on the
maintenance event, noting that the
team member working the panel,
Michael Carle, had never done it
before. “As everybody knows, the
panel for the pump is very difficult,”
Greig said. “Because he did so well
on the panel, it put us in first.”
The Virginia Beach Collectors also
put on a noteworthy performance,
having benefited in part from their
proximity to the top two Division I
teams.
According to team captain Elijah
Smith, a utility mechanic supervisor
at the City of Virginia Beach, the team
felt “pretty good” about their effort
and owed a debt of gratitude to their
Virginia WEA comrades.
“HRSD and Franklin both helped us
out a lot with practicing and trying to
help steer us in the right direction,”
Smith said. The team was especially
impressive considering that its members “are all collection system guys,”
Cagle said. “They trained with us and
HRSD, and I think it helped everybody
elevate their performance.”
Warren also lauded the Collectors.
“They’ve been competing on our state
level since the mid-’90s,” he said.
“They’ve been coming back every year
and competing but coming up short.
This year they were able to get up to
nationals, and to win two events and
second overall is just fantastic. We’re
all very proud of them.”
The River Rangers, meanwhile,
continued on page 6
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WEFTEC

continued from page 1

satisfied yet because difficult work is
still out there,” she continued. “There
may be more estrogen in that water
than most men would want to ingest.
There may be more nutrients than is
healthy for the Gulf of Mexico. And
back home, the old sewers in the
ground are corroding. There is still a
lot to do, and it takes new approaches.”
Fuel for the Work Ahead
In 23 workshops, 95 technical sessions,
and countless committee meetings,
attendees addressed virtually every
aspect of the work ahead — and in
many cases, how to begin. This year,
membrane bioreactor, utility management, and collection system topics
often drew standing-room-only crowds.
“Utility management is always a
critical issue, especially with WEFTEC
attendees,” said Paul Bowen, Program
Committee vice chair and water technologies manager in the Environment
& Water Resources Department of
The Coca-Cola Co. (Atlanta). “Many
tend to be managers, and succession
[planning] is becoming important as
the profession ages.”
Interest is high in collection systems, he said, because they are like
the arteries and veins of municipal
wastewater systems and represent
tremendous staff power and capital
investment.
Altogether, “the papers this year
continued to improve over the past
year,” Bowen noted. “We’re continuing to see authors submit and present

solid technical information.”
WEFTEC®.04 attendees also took
advantage of the WEF Bookstore to get
their fill of technical information. With
total sales of more than $101,000*,
2004 was the bookstore’s most profitable year.
Making Contacts
Attendees also had the opportunity to
network and peruse the products and
services of 833 companies on the
exhibit floor. WEFTEC®.04 hosted
the most companies in the event’s
77 year history — beating the previous record of 816 set in New Orleans
in 1999.
Moreover, this year the Onsite Sale
Office enabled exhibitors to purchase
and choose their booth spaces for
WEFTEC®.05 in Washington, D.C. By
Wednesday afternoon, 546 (65%) of
the New Orleans exhibitors had committed to exhibiting at WEFTEC® next
year, said Nannette Tucker, WEF’s
director of WEFTEC sales. They
reserved 15,737 m2 (169,400 ft2),
or 82% of the expected turnout
of 19,000 m2 (205,000 ft2) for
WEFTEC®.05, she noted.
The onsite manager for ExpoCad
(Aurora, Ill.), the company that provides the software and hardware for the
live floor plan of the exhibit hall, said
that this is one of the most successful
first-time space selections he knew of,
Tucker said. WEF plans to have an
Onsite Sales Office at WEFTEC® each
year from here on out, she added.
* This number includes all onsite,
Internet, and mail-order sales Oct. 2-6.

One-Two Punch!
continued from page 5
grabbed the third place trophy by way
of a consistently solid performance,
finishing between fourth and ninth
place in each event to register a high
overall score.

Nominations

from page 1

experience of a lifetime.
According to WEF’s Constitution
and Bylaws, officer candidates must
• be a current or past House of
Delegates member,
• have an Active or Professional
Wastewater Operations Division
membership, and
• be willing to serve.
If you know someone who should
be considered for any of these positions, please complete a nomination
form (the more detail, the better) and
send it to Stevi Hunt-Cottrell. All
nominations are due by FRIDAY,
MARCH 20. The committee will meet
in mid-April to review applications
and develop recommendations. For
more information or a nomination
packet, contact Stevi Hunt-Cottrell,
manager of governance programs, at
(703) 684-2454, (703) 684-2472
(fax), or shunt-cottrell@wef.org.
Time Commitment Required
of WEF Officers*

WEF Ceremony
Heralds Change
in Leadership
In a time-honored WEF tradition,
the torch is passed from president
to president in the annual WEF
Passing of the Gavel Ceremony.
This year at WEFTEC®.04 in
New Orleans, outgoing president
Larry Jaworski signals the end
of his term by presenting the
gavel to incoming president
Lynn Orphan.
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Percent of
Work Time

Position

Days

First year
(Vice President)

117 days

45%

Second year
(President-Elect) 149 days

57%

Third year
(President)

205 days

80%

Fourth year
(Past President)

78 days

30%

*Estimated by previous WEF officers.
About one-fourth to one-third of this
time is on weekends.

Opportunities

Above: WEFTEC®
attendees learn
how to stain and
read slides at one
of the many professional development workshops
offered at this
year’s conference.

Above: Luisa Wong, who was
selected to “beat the drop”
at the WEFTEC® Bookstore,
walked away with $1,050
worth of publications.
Congratulations, Luisa!
Left: Local teachers from
the New Orleans area
explore innovative ways
to teach sewer science
in the classroom.

from page 3

resource called ‘water,’” he said.
“Water knows no boundaries, no
nationalities, and no divisions. While
water quality professionals traditionally distinguish among ‘types’ of water,
the public does not, and neither does
the environment.”
“It is your responsibility to protect
public health, protect the water
environment, and use water wisely,”
affirmed Lynn Orphan, 2004–2005
WEF president, who also spoke during
the session. “Wastewater collection
and treatment is what WEF was best
at when we started out over 75 years
ago. Because we are a Federation of
36,000 scientists, engineers, educators,
operators, technicians, manufacturers,
and managers who know a great deal
about taking dirty water and treating
it like a precious resource, we have a
responsibility to share our knowledge.
“Knowledge is a lot like manure:
It’s only good if you spread it around,”
she said.
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WEF’s First Executive
Director Passes Away

R

alph Edward Fuhrman, the first
executive director of the Water
Environment Federation (WEF; Alexandria, Va.) and an environmental engineer who spent much of his career
trying to clean up the Potomac River,
died Sept. 30 of a stroke at his
daughter’s home in Villamblard,
France. He was 95 years old.
Born in Kansas City, Kan., Fuhrman
received a bachelor’s degree in civil
engineering from the University of
Kansas (Lawrence), a master’s degree
in sanitary engineering from Harvard
University (Cambridge, Mass.), and,
in 1954, a doctorate in environmental
engineering and water resources from
Johns Hopkins University (Baltimore,
Md.). His doctoral dissertation, analyzing the water quality of the upper reaches of the Potomac, became the blueprint
for the river’s eventual cleanup.
From 1931 to 1937, Fuhrman was an
assistant engineer at the Missouri State

Board of Health and superintendent
of the water pollution control plants
in Springfield, Mo. In the late 1930s,
Fuhrman moved to Washington, D.C.,
to work at the Blue Plains Sewage
Treatment Plant and was manager of
the facility from 1943 to 1953. He was
one of the first people to speak out
about the dangers of pollution in the
Potomac, warning at a Senate hearing
in 1950 that the river posed a “serious
threat to the health and welfare of our
people” and that without immediate
attention, it could “become a cesspool.”
Fuhrman was president of WEF in
1950-1951, when it was called the
Federation of Sewage and Industrial
Waste Associations and was headquartered in Champaign, Ill. He was the
executive director and executive
secretary from 1955 to 1969, and
edited its journal from 1956 to 1964.
He was assistant director of the
National Water Commission from 1969
to 1971 and special assistant to the
director of the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency’s Environmental
Wastewater Division in 1972-1973.
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From 1973 to 1978, he managed the
Washington office of Black & Veatch
(Overland Park, Kan.). He then was a
consultant on water issues worldwide
until he was in his late 70s.
In addition to WEF, Fuhrman was a
member of the American Society of
Civil Engineers (Reston, Va.), where
he was chair of its Executive Committee, and the American Public Health
Association (Washington, D.C.), where
he was chair of its Wastewater Disposal
Committee. He received several awards
for his work to improve waterways in
Maryland, Delaware, and the District.
He also wrote articles on engineering
for the Macmillan Encyclopedia of
Education and the Encyclopedia
Britannica.
He was an accomplished sailor
and owned a sailboat. He also enjoyed
skiing until he was in his 80s.
His wife of 68 years, Josephine
Ackerman Fuhrman, died in 2003.
A son, William Fuhrman, also died
in 2003. Survivors include a daughter,
Anne Louise Fuhrman of Villamblard,
and two grandchildren.

